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 I disliked the Nuremberg Trials for three reasons: First, trials of the vanquished by the victors are never satisfactory and are generally unfair. Secondly, the execution of the political and military leaders of a beaten side by the victors sets a most dangerous precedent. The Germans were certainly guilty of “crimes against humanity”; but war is not a humane business and it would always be possible for the victors in any way to find enough examples of atrocities to justify vindictive punishments. After the next war, if there is one, trials and hangings will follow as a matter of course. We may go further. One of the indictments of the German leaders was not that they waged war inhumanly, but that they made war aggressively. They did; they desired large annexations of territory in the East. But have we not heard of other nations who have acquired extensive empires without consulting the wishes of the inhabitants? Thirdly, one of the judges — Russia — ought certainly to have been in the dock and not on the bench. I disliked the Nuremberg Trials for three reasons: First, trials of the vanquished by the victors are never satisfactory and are generally unfair. Secondly, the execution of the political and military leaders of a beaten side by the victors sets a most dangerous precedent. The Germans were certainly guilty of “crimes against humanity”; but war is not a humane business and it would always be possible for the victors in any way to find enough examples of atrocities to justify vindictive punishments. After the next war, if there is one, trials and hangings will follow as a matter of course. We may go further. One of the indictments of the German leaders was not that they waged war inhumanly, but that they made war aggressively. They did; they desired large annexations of territory in the East. But have we not heard of other nations who have acquired extensive empires without consulting the wishes of the inhabitants? Thirdly, one of the judges — Russia — ought certainly to have been in the dock and not on the bench.
  
−The main object of Advance to Barbarism is to call attention to the terrible retrogression of civilized humanity towards the worst cruelties of barbarism. The so-called Wars of Religion were sometimes savage, but in the eighteenth century it was possible to talk of civilized warfare, in which certain humane conventions were observed. Gibbon notices this advance in decent behaviour with complacency. A writer in the eighteenth century might reasonably speak of war as a relic of barbarism which might soon be abolished altogether. The Napoleonic Wars, except the guerilla fighting in Spain, were not fertile in atrocities; the decadence came later.+The main object of Advance to Barbarism is to call attention to the terrible retrogression of civilized humanity towards the worst cruelties of barbarism. The so-called Wars of Religion were sometimes savage, but in the eighteenth century it was possible to talk of civilized warfare, in which certain humane conventions were observed. Gibbon notices this advance in decent behaviour with complacency. A writer in the eighteenth century might reasonably speak of war as a relic of barbarism which might soon be abolished altogether. The Napoleonic Wars, except the guerrilla fighting in Spain, were not fertile in atrocities; the decadence came later.
  
 I comforted myself at one time by thinking that these horrors were confined to three nations, Germany, Spain and Russia. Nothing can be said to extenuate the excesses practised by the Germans. The only fair questions were, who were the culprits? and who ought to be the judges? It is not usual to hang officers for obeying cruel orders. The citizens in a police state in abdicating their rights as men have ceased to admit the duty of obeying [[conscience]]. As for Spain, it is high time to resume friendly relations with a noble people. But it must be admitted that there is a strain of cruelty in the Spanish character. In the country of the Inquisition and the bull-ring, civil war was not likely to be gentle. In speaking of Russia, one cannot do better than quote what Amiel, whose perspicacity is never at fault, wrote as early as 1856:   I comforted myself at one time by thinking that these horrors were confined to three nations, Germany, Spain and Russia. Nothing can be said to extenuate the excesses practised by the Germans. The only fair questions were, who were the culprits? and who ought to be the judges? It is not usual to hang officers for obeying cruel orders. The citizens in a police state in abdicating their rights as men have ceased to admit the duty of obeying [[conscience]]. As for Spain, it is high time to resume friendly relations with a noble people. But it must be admitted that there is a strain of cruelty in the Spanish character. In the country of the Inquisition and the bull-ring, civil war was not likely to be gentle. In speaking of Russia, one cannot do better than quote what Amiel, whose perspicacity is never at fault, wrote as early as 1856:  
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 The main object of Advance to Barbarism is to call attention to the terrible retrogression of civilized humanity towards the worst cruelties of barbarism. The so-called Wars of Religion were sometimes savage, but in the eighteenth century it was possible to talk of civilized warfare, in which certain humane conventions were observed. Gibbon notices this advance in decent behaviour with complacency. A writer in the eighteenth century might reasonably speak of war as a relic of barbarism which might soon be abolished altogether. The Napoleonic Wars, except the guerilla fighting in Spain, were not fertile in atrocities; the decadence came later. The main object of Advance to Barbarism is to call attention to the terrible retrogression of civilized humanity towards the worst cruelties of barbarism. The so-called Wars of Religion were sometimes savage, but in the eighteenth century it was possible to talk of civilized warfare, in which certain humane conventions were observed. Gibbon notices this advance in decent behaviour with complacency. A writer in the eighteenth century might reasonably speak of war as a relic of barbarism which might soon be abolished altogether. The Napoleonic Wars, except the guerilla fighting in Spain, were not fertile in atrocities; the decadence came later.
  
−I comforted myself at one time by thinking that these horrors were confined to three nations, Germany, Spain and Russia. Nothing can be said to extenuate the excesses practised by the Germans. The only fair questions were, who were the culprits? and who ought to be the judges? It is not usual to hang officers for obeying cruel orders. The citizens in a police state in abdicating their rights as men have ceased to admit the duty of obeying conscience. As for Spain, it is high time to resume friendly relations with a noble people. But it must be admitted that there is a strain of cruelty in the Spanish character. In the country of the Inquisition and the bull-ring, civil war was not likely to be gentle. In speaking of Russia, one cannot do better than quote what Amiel, whose perspicacity is never at fault, wrote as early as 1856:  +I comforted myself at one time by thinking that these horrors were confined to three nations, Germany, Spain and Russia. Nothing can be said to extenuate the excesses practised by the Germans. The only fair questions were, who were the culprits? and who ought to be the judges? It is not usual to hang officers for obeying cruel orders. The citizens in a police state in abdicating their rights as men have ceased to admit the duty of obeying [[conscience]]. As for Spain, it is high time to resume friendly relations with a noble people. But it must be admitted that there is a strain of cruelty in the Spanish character. In the country of the Inquisition and the bull-ring, civil war was not likely to be gentle. In speaking of Russia, one cannot do better than quote what Amiel, whose perspicacity is never at fault, wrote as early as 1856:  
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 “The harsh gifts of late have left their stamp on the race of the Muscovites. A certain sombre obstinacy, a sort of primitive ferocity, a background of savage harshness, which under the sway of circumstances might become implacable and even ruthless, a coldly indomitable force that would rather wreck the world than yield, the indestructible instinct of the barbarian horde still persisting in a half-civilized nation.… What terrible masters would the Russians be if ever they should spread the might of their rule over the southern countries! A polar despotism, a tyranny such as the world has not yet known, silent as the darkness, keen as ice, unfeeling as bronze, a slavery without compensation or relief.” “The harsh gifts of late have left their stamp on the race of the Muscovites. A certain sombre obstinacy, a sort of primitive ferocity, a background of savage harshness, which under the sway of circumstances might become implacable and even ruthless, a coldly indomitable force that would rather wreck the world than yield, the indestructible instinct of the barbarian horde still persisting in a half-civilized nation.… What terrible masters would the Russians be if ever they should spread the might of their rule over the southern countries! A polar despotism, a tyranny such as the world has not yet known, silent as the darkness, keen as ice, unfeeling as bronze, a slavery without compensation or relief.”
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 The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;''' The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;'''
−|ContentsTitle=Advance to Barbarism+|title=Advance to Barbarism
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 |publication_date=1968 |publication_date=1968
 |type=book |type=book
−|subjects=World War II+|subjects=World War II/War crimes
−|SubjectDetail=the allies deliberate and calculated bombing of civilian populations+|description=A look at the allies' calculated bombing of civilian populations. Together with the Nuremberg trials, this suggests the age old maxim that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;
−|description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot; 
 |note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p |note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p
 |comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.   |comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.  
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 |authors=Frederick John Partington Veale |authors=Frederick John Partington Veale
 |publication_date=1968 |publication_date=1968
 |type=book |type=book
−|Subject=World War II+|subjects=World War II
 |SubjectDetail=the allies deliberate and calculated bombing of civilian populations |SubjectDetail=the allies deliberate and calculated bombing of civilian populations
 |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot; |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;
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 The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;''' The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;'''
−|see_also= 
 |ContentsTitle=Advance to Barbarism |ContentsTitle=Advance to Barbarism
−|leaked= 
 }}   }}  
 ===The Development of Total Warfare from Serajevo to Hiroshima=== ===The Development of Total Warfare from Serajevo to Hiroshima===
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 |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot; |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;
 |note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p |note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p
−|Comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.  +|comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.  
  
 The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;''' The book traces the evolution of warfare from primitive savagery to the rise of a &quot;civilized&quot; code of armed conflict that was first threatened in the US civil war, and again in the First World War, and was finally shattered during the Second World War. Veale argues that the ensuing &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous and barbaric imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that '''&quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;'''
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−|Author=Frederick John Partington Veale+|authors=Frederick John Partington Veale
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 |SubjectDetail=the allies deliberate and calculated bombing of civilian populations |SubjectDetail=the allies deliberate and calculated bombing of civilian populations
 |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot; |description=The &quot;War Crimes Trials&quot; at Nuremberg, and Tokyo, and their more numerous imitations in Communist-controlled eastern Europe, established the perilous principle that &quot;the most serious war crime is to be on the losing side.&quot;
−|Note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p+|note=New York, Devin-Adair, 1968 (1st ed.: Londres, 1948. 2nd ed.: Nelson, USA, 1953) 3rd edition, enlarged, 254 p
 |Comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.   |Comment=Advance to Barbarism was first published in England in 1948. It was noteworthy because it dealt for the first time with such recent innovations as the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations and the trial of prisoners of war by their captors, as symptoms of a world-wide development which had begun in 1914. At the time of its publication this point of view was considered so wilfully perverse that no British newspaper with a national circulation would review the book.  
  

